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Standardization & certification: shared challenges

Good for known threats, not for new

Voluntary vrt mandatory

Expensive vrt simple

When an issue is known, standards and certifications can avoid it; neither is good at capturing new vulnerabilities.

Complexity vrt limited scope

Leaving out complexity reduces usefulness, detail heavy approach limits adoption.

Need for significant effort to implement or carry out compliance reduces adoption. 

Standards are voluntary; certification could be mandatory or voluntary; certification can be self-administered or not.









For technical standards, a lot of work is already done. We need to enhance global participation, ensure global awareness and improve approaches that are already available. Because standardization is a volunteer endeavor in most organizations, ensuring global participation of experts to ensure we have right expertise will both socialize standard technologies and improve the quality of deliverables.



Governance standards represent an important opportunity. They are embraced by a segment of the technology community, but applicability can be much broader.  And, in many environments, there is also a body of best practices that serve as de-facto standards, but have limited reach. An important priority is to make sure standards and best practices play a strong role in cybersecurity processes worldwide.



Fragmentation of effort and expertise is a serious danger.  With cybersecurity expertise is rate and valuable, we need to stress the global nature of cybersecurity standardization endeavors.



Hand in had with this goal comes a priority to harmonize approaches across the globe, to ensure predictable levels of protection and interoperability.
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Standards & certification: characteristics,  types

Deterministic requirements

Aiming for broad recognition

Risk-based

A product or service complies with the requirements

Lifecycle & governance

Was designed in accordance with best practices

Ensures minimal amounts of risk

Used in broad international communities
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Standardization  and certification: important priorities

Technical requirements

Harmonization of available approaches

Process

Technical standards and technical compliance; commands, protocols, and implementations 

Governance, lifecycle, and process



ISO/IEC 27034, ISA99, and similar standards and related certifications/assessments.



How to build standards and how to certify

Develop an effective path for global adoption of best of breed  standards and certification

Problem: reduced  efficiency. Many standards, new efforts start from scratch. Attempt to address in SC27









For technical standards, a lot of work is already done. We need to enhance global participation, ensure global awareness and improve approaches that are already available. Because standardization is a volunteer endeavor in most organizations, ensuring global participation of experts to ensure we have right expertise will both socialize standard technologies and improve the quality of deliverables.



Governance standards represent an important opportunity. They are embraced by a segment of the technology community, but applicability can be much broader.  And, in many environments, there is also a body of best practices that serve as de-facto standards, but have limited reach. An important priority is to make sure standards and best practices play a strong role in cybersecurity processes worldwide.



Fragmentation of effort and expertise is a serious danger.  With cybersecurity expertise is rate and valuable, we need to stress the global nature of cybersecurity standardization endeavors.



Hand in had with this goal comes a priority to harmonize approaches across the globe, to ensure predictable levels of protection and interoperability.
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Types of certification

Testing for compliance

Compare with others

Process and lifecycle

Conduct tests to prove compliance with requirements. E.g. Common Criteria, FIPS 140-2

Minimal standards

Institute minimal set of best practices that is broadly applicable, e.g., Cybersecurity Essentials

Mandate process for development, deployment, and maintenance

Benchmarking

A study period is currently under way in SC27, to attempt to automatically prebuild assessment profiles out of existing already standard elements









For technical standards, a lot of work is already done. We need to enhance global participation, ensure global awareness and improve approaches that are already available. Because standardization is a volunteer endeavor in most organizations, ensuring global participation of experts to ensure we have right expertise will both socialize standard technologies and improve the quality of deliverables.



Governance standards represent an important opportunity. They are embraced by a segment of the technology community, but applicability can be much broader.  And, in many environments, there is also a body of best practices that serve as de-facto standards, but have limited reach. An important priority is to make sure standards and best practices play a strong role in cybersecurity processes worldwide.
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Good for known threats, 
not for new

Voluntary vrt mandatory

Expensive vrt simple

When an issue is known, standards and certifications 
can avoid it; neither is good at capturing new 
vulnerabilities.

Complexity vrt limited 
scope

Leaving out complexity reduces usefulness, detail 
heavy approach limits adoption.

Need for significant effort to implement or carry out 
compliance reduces adoption. 

Standards are voluntary; certification could be 
mandatory or voluntary; certification can be self-
administered or not.
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